ANNEX II. Maikona and Walda Peace Declaration

MAIKONA AND WALDA PEACE DECLARATION - 28th July 2009

We, the undersigned, have accepted peace between our communities, the Borana and the Gabra.

We pledge to live peacefully with one another and to share the natural resources of water and pasture.

Peace will be maintained through regular meetings between representatives of both communities, at alternating locations.

Peace will be safeguarded through the implementation of the following fines:

1. If a person is caught with a stolen animal, the fine is 4 animals per animal stolen. The culprit also has to pay the expenses incurred for tracking that animal, and will be handed over to government law.

2. If a person injures another with intent to kill, the fine is 15 cows and they will be handed over to government law.

3. If a person kills another, the fine is 30 cows and they will be handed over to government law.

4. If a person is spreading lies and propaganda, inciting people to fight, they will be fined expenses and 5 cows.

5. If a person conceals a culprit or information, they and the concealed person will be fined the same, depending on the crime.

SIGNED:

GALMA DABASSO, BORANA

JATTANI KOTOTE, BORANA

ABDUB DENGICH, BORANA

ADI MARY HAPANA, BORANA

SALESA GALMA, BORANA

CHUKULISA TUBE, GABRA

SORI

SORI SALESA, GABRA

ABUGYO

ABUDO GUYO, GABRA

QURI GUYO, GABRA

ABUDO GODANA, GABRA